
-Sunset- 

It has been 2 days since the silly head recovered from his injuries and 

returned to school. We are very happy that he is back with us since we 

really missed him so much ^-^, however there is still a problem that we 

need to take care of. 

 

 



 

Everyone here at school hates him. They think he's the one who peeked 

on the girls in the bathrooms ... and well, we know he's innocent. We tried 

to explain the situation to everyone, but not one believed us U_U’ 

You: Ah!! Come on! How many times do I have to repeat myself! It was 

someone who impersonated me, I swear! 

I can't blame them, it is very difficult to do you believe that "an evil 

version of our friend here, was the real villain doing those misdeeds" :S… 

In fact, only two persons believed us: Principal Celestia and Vice Principal 

Luna... they know that he is incapable of doing such a thing. Now, we must 

do something to cheer him up, because the truth is that he has been a bit 

depressed these days D: 

Sunset: Okay girls, we have to do something to cheer up the dummy head! 

Any ideas?... not you Pinkie <_< 

Pinkie: awwww   



The girls and I started with the classic brainstorming in these cases :D! But 

apparently nobody comes up with a palpable idea… Dx 

Sunset: really? nobody? Dx 

Fluttershy: Pinkie seems to have something to say ... :O 

Sunset: Ugh… okay Pinkie… But be careful what you say !! This story must 

be family friendly! 

Pinkie: girls… it’s pretty easy!. What does the dummy like the most? :D 

Applejack: hmmmm… videogames? 

Pinkie: EEEEEEEEKKK- nop 

Sci-Twi: It's definitely not the study :S ... hmm, soccer? 

Pinkie: nop :3 

Rarity: awww girls, you really don't know?... ahem: "you can do whatever 

you want with me ;)".. the magic words! :D 

Pinkie: DING DING DING!… Correct!! :D 

WHAAAAAAAAT?!! O-O 

Sunset: woah! wha-what do you mean with that! :S 

R. Dash: hmmm... 

Sunset: Dash?  

Dash starts to babble while assuming a serious expression… 

R. Dash: are you sure? I tried it at the hospital but ... … … … o///o 

* Everybody looks at Dashie* … … … * Awkward silence XD*  

… 

… 

R. Dash: ahem… >///< … Pinkie, can you continue with your idea please? 

>.< 

Pinkie: oookaaaay? O.o … anyway, It's easy girls, just give him what the 

dummy wants, one day where he can do whatever he want ... with us :D 



 

Sunset: SAY WHAT??!!!! 

Sci-Twi: ahm, Pinkie… i dont know about your plan :S  

Applejack: Don't you think that's a little ... too much? O_O 

Fluttershy: hmmm :S  

It's not that we don't trust him, it's just that ... do whatever he wants? 

Wouldn't that be dangerous ... for us? O_O 

Rarity: i love your plan, Pinkie ^^ 

Pinkie: right? :D it’s perfect!  

Rarity: Besides, he won't ask us to do something weird or too suggestive... 

we know him :). Especially me, who already tried it at my Christmas party 

and... … … … … o///o 

… 

… 

* Everybody looks at Rarity* … … … * Awkward silence again XD*  

Rarity: ahem… i mean, Im with you, dear Pinkie ^^ 



Applejack: o-okay… im in. It’s for him!  

Fluttershy: yes, we must make him cheer up! 

Sci-Twi: alright!  

Everyone seem to agree with Pinkie's plan, but :S ...  

Pinkie: come on Sunset.. just look at him … 

 

You: im not a perv… im not a perv…. Im not a perv…. @.@ 

Pinkie: He needs us more than ever!  

*sigh* I guess I don't have a choice… 

Sunset: okay! Let’s do this!!  

Everyone: YAAAAAAAAY!! 

Just as we were about to put our plan into action, Fluttershy raises her 

voice. 

Fluttershy: Girls, I think I have a plan to convince to the others guys of his 

innocence, but I need your help, Pinkie and Dashie. 

Sci-Twi: really, Fluttershy? :O  



Fluttershy: yes. Can you both help me?  

Pinkie: of course!!  

R. Dash: you can count on me! 

Fluttershy: thanks ^^ 

Sunset: Fshy, what do you have in mind? Would that really help the 

dummy clear his name? :O 

Fluttershy: yes! :D  

Sunset: alright then! Pinkie and Dashie, follow Fshy's plan ... Twilight, 

Applejack, Rarity and I will take care of the dummy head.  

I don't know what Fluttershy's idea is, but we trust her and that her idea 

will work. Meanwhile, with the rest of the girls, we have to cheer to the 

dummy, and right now we're going to put our plan into action! 

Before leaving with Fluttershy and Dash, Pinkie gave Rarity a paper with 

the instructions for her plan ... Rarity's face says it all. 

 

Sunset: im scared o.o 

 



-Applejack- 

We meet with the girls to discuss Pinkie's plan. 

Applejack: … o.o … I have to wear this... so small? What kind of outfit is 

this !! Dx .. I can't wear this in public !! I'd be too embarrassed! 

Rarity: take it easy AJ. You will not wear it in public, we will go to the 

nearby lake. Nobody goes there anyway, and the only ones who will see 

you will be us ... and well, our dear dummy head too, heehee ^^. 

Applejack: ahm… but…. :S 

Rarity: If you don't want to wear this outfit, I can wear it myself. It doesn't 

bother me that my dear dummy sees me ^^ 

Applejack: NOO!!... it doesn't bother me that he sees me like that either 

>:( 

What I have to wear is basically a small bikini, with a maid-type apron ... 

but according to plan, the girl who wears this, should she "undress" in 

front of him?! 

Applejack: PINKIEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!! >///< .. I hope that I don’t have to stay 

naked, because definitely THAT IS NOT GOING TO HAPPEN !! you hear 

me?! D///x 

Rarity: woah! Calm down AJ :O! Nobody is going to be naked, don't worry 

o_O.  

Tsk… I only do this for him. 

Rarity: and you, dear Sunset… here is your outfit! Behold, the perfection! 

Aww.. im a genius :3. 

Sunset: A maid outfit?! O____________o 

According to Pinkie's plan, a maid girl is essential here. I mean, what guy 

doesn't love girls in maid outfits? … … … … … 

Applejack: ahm.. Sunset.. you don't want to change your outfit with the 

mine? :D 

Sunset: nop, thanks :D 

Applejack: awww   



The plan is ready! All of us already know what we have to do and we only 

need one thing ... 

Applejack: Twilight, Rarity… You are in charge of bringing the dummy to 

the meeting point, the lake. With Sunset, we will go ahead and make 

arrangements for him. 

Sci-Twi: roger! Go Rarity :D 

Rarity: see ya, girls! ^^  

*Rarity and Sci-Twi leave the place* 

 

 

-You- 

It's been over a week since the incident with my doppelganger… and 

well… 

Flash: so the groper was you younger twin brother or something like that? 

You: what? NO!  

Photo Finish: I heard it was the split personality of him :O 

Sandalwood: it’s like his evil side took over his body? 

You: … -_-‘ 

Vinyl: oh, so it was him after all. 

You: hold up! Im innocent!  

Vinyl: uh.. h-hey.. look at the time. I should head back to my class now :S 

Snips: you see that? He just snapped at that poor girl! 

Snails: They say that he was a real punk—a bully, even. 

Sandalwood: so, you think it really was him then? 

You: yo! I can hear you guys!! Im not a bully Dx 

Photo Finish: Oh! Be careful! He’s gonna take our lunch money!  

You: Ugh… they’re dead to me. 



I deeply slouch back in my seat and let out a deep sigh. I guess I should at 

least be thankful that the girls who tried to help me to clear my name. 

Just in that moment, I can see Rarity and Twilight enter to the classroom. 

Rarity: hi darling ^^ . How are you  

You: … oh well, I've had better days hehe.. 

Rarity: awww.. dont worry. We have something that can cheer you up ... 

just follow me :) 

Water Melody: eek!! 

You: … ¿! 

Water Melody: check it out! He is glaring at Rarity like a lecher! I knew he 

was a creep! 

Dammit. Everyone’s treating me like some kind of pervert!!... AGAIN!! 

Sci-Twi: guys please Dx … Don't say that ... it was all a misunderstanding. 

We already tried to explain to everyone what happened  ... 

Rarity: Twi, I need help here Dx 

Rarity tries to get me out of my seat .. but ... I can't ... I'm too depressed to 

move a muscle T________________T…  

Rarity: come on, dear… please?    

Argh ... I can't say no to Rarity :S  

You: *sigh* okay… huh?! 

*Rarity blindfolds you* 

You: woah woah woah!! What's going on here!... I cant see anything! 

Rarity: that is the point, darling ^^ 

Sci-Twi: don't worry… it's a surprise! :D 

Rarity and Sci-Twi hold my hands and lead me to ... I don't know where!... 

ahmmm.. I hadn't noticed how fragile are the hands of the girls… *0* 

You: Hey wait ... this is Pinkie's idea, right? Dx 

Rarity: heehee.. maybe? ^^ 



You: I knew it! She is the one who usually has these terrible ideas! Wait 

girls ... you know I'm innocent ... okay I give up but please, I'm not in the 

mood for Pinkie's nonsense!... Im the victim here! I have bruises that show 

it! DX! …. – Ah!! 

*The girls remove the blindfolds from your eyes.* 

You: … hey where am 

IOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOHHHHHHHH-

WHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAT!! 

Sunset: welcome, master   

Applejack: We are very happy to see you ^^…  

You: O_________________________________________________o’ 

Applejack: I'll make myself a little more comfortable for you, master ^^ 

 



WHAT IS THIS! 
You: Sunset? Applejack? What in the world is this?! O///o… 

Sunset: today, we’ll satisfy your every need ^^ 

Applejack: we’re your maids ^^.  

You: OH MY… HDAKSJHFSJFEKFCNYIU… 

I have four soft “pillows” sandwiching me from both sides. But why… O_O. 

The doubt in my mind is almost immediately swallowed by my desires. 

You: heh… hehehehe… *0*  

Sunset: awwww… be gentle ^^  

This… this is a dream, right? OH MY!!! This is the kindness i sought to heal 

my broken, innocent heart! 

You: *sniffle* 

Sunset: huh? Hey dont cry! :O 

You: Im sorry. Im just so happy that I—waaah!! TºT 

Applejack: let him cry. They’re tears of a lonely man. 

Sunset: ahmm… still, i dont know how I feel about a guy crying in a 

situation like this :S  

Sci-Twi: ahem… well, this is your day ^^ 

Rarity: we are all yours ^^ 

You: … *0* … Rarity and Twilight? Hold up… you too?!!  

Rarity: we thought we could help soothe your heart, darling  

The girls are trying to cheer me up or something? :O  

Applejack: anyway, let’s heal that broken heart of yers!  

 



You: heh, thank you ^^… Ahem… all right then, let’s get down to 

business… 

… okay… NOW…. 

You: I want everything you’ve got, ladies! Huehuehuehue… :D 

Sunset: oh wow… im kind of impressed by how quickly he can change <_< 

You: oh come on Sunset… what’s with the attitude? :O 

Hmp.. Should have known x(- 

Applejack: you have… a lecherous gaze with us? O_O 

Rarity: oooh.. that gaze reminds me of my Christmas party haha XD 

You: pff hahaha X’D.. okay okay.. dont worry girls, im fine… it was a little 

joke hehe ^^ 

Sunset: a joke? O_O 

You: You are my best friends and I could never take advantage of you like 

this. Still, I'm so thankful to you girls for doing this for me… and you know 

what? i feel much better now. Thank you so much, really, that's why I love 

you all ^^ .. I really don't know what I would do without you.  

Rarity: o///o 

Sci-Twi: o///o 

Sunset: o///o 

Applejack: o///o 

I'm not going to deny the fact that the girls look amazing and very sexy ... 

but did they really do all this for me? Woah ... and thanks Pinkie for this 

idea lol ... I owe you one!! 

Sci-Twi: You know that you are very important to us ^^. 

Rarity: You also care about us, and you always try to protect us even when 

the situation is very difficult for you  

Sunset: heh.. We are glad to see you smile again ^^ 

Applejack: she is right heehee… But there is one thing we must do, right 

Sunset? 



Sunset: sure ^^ 

… 

… 

*kiss* - *smooch* 

 

…?! 

You: … 

I feel something ever so soft… ever so warm on my two cheeks… it’s so 

sudden that it renders me speechless o_o. 

Sunset and Applejack: Mn… 

The faint sweetness of their breath tickles my cheeks as their lips touch 

me. I can feel the warmth of the both girls… their beating heart. 

Sunset and Applejack: Mn.. ah… *pant* 

The lips of the girls part from my cheeks. 

Sunset: *giggle* 

Applejack: hee-hee ^///^  

Sunset and Applejack simply looks back at me with a smile. 



Sunset: We are very happy that you have recovered your spirits, and that 

you are back with us   

Applejack:  And this is our way of telling you that we lo-… 

Pinkie: GIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRLS!!! :D 

Pinkie starts calling the girls, apparently she's excited for some reason, but 

she is not alone, Dashie and Fluttershy are with her... :O … Hmm… wait a 

minute… ooh… OOOOOOOOOOOOOOHHH NOT HIM!! 

You: …?! 

 

Doppelganger: … 

You: …! 

What the heck is this wretch doing here! 

* You look at him with an expression of rage and anger* 



Doppelganger: woow… i like your expression. What do you think if we 

start the rematch here, hehehe. This time I'll make sure you leaving this 

place in a morgue bag. 

You: come on, you punk!!  

R. Dash: WOAH WOAH WOAH!! Stop you two!! And you, Doppy!… 

* light slap to the head* 

Doppelganger: OOUUCH!!! Hey!! Dx .. I'm just kidding! 

Pinkie: awww.. Doppy-puppy, don't say things like that :3 

You: o_O’… ahm.. “Doppy-puppy”?  

Doppelganger: *blushing* *he looks at you* If you call me like that again, 

I'll finish you right here !! 

You: … Excuse me, but Im not understanding what is happening here. Did 

you tame him or something? :O  

Fluttershy: hee-hee *giggles* ^^ 

R. Dash: Let's just say we underestimate Pinkie's jokes xD  

Pinkie: tee-hee ^^. Im a professional  

*The doppelganger notices Sunset and Applejack's outfits* 

Doppelganger: OOOOOOHHHHMYYYY---¡! O////////O— 

*Applejack notices that the doppelganger is looking at her XD* 

Doppelganger: Hey, what do you think if we leave this place and we are 

going to collect other kinds of apples, huh? :D 

Applejack: EEEK!!! 

*AJ stands behind you, trying to hide of Doppy :P* 

Applejack: Hey, look away!, you pervert!! >///< 

Doppelganger: You dirty lucky bastard!! Argh!! Listen to me... soon, I will 

also have my own harem with beautiful girls like you! Heh, you know 

what? I think Sunny likes me ... or maybe Sugarcoat? ... mmm ... 

You: What are you talking about o.o 



 

 

Pinkie: Doppy-puppy? 

Doppelganger: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAYYYYYYY!!! Get out of me! Dx 

*The doppelganger runs to your side* 

Doppelganger:  dude, Pinkie is a monster!!!… take her away, please! Dx 

You: *sigh* Im the living experience of suffering her jokes U_u 

Doppelganger: I have super strength, Im practically immune to damage, I 

have lightning speed ... but that girl Pinkie ... she is a beast!! Even your 

memories didn't help me avoid her!  

Sunset notices how the Doppelganger looks like a scared puppy when he 

refers to Pinkie.. and not only her, we are all impressed :O 

Sunset: I… cant… believe it O_______o 

Sci-Twi: Has Pinkie literally tamed him? :O 

Doppelganger: hey! What does "tame" mean, I'm not an animal, you 

know?! 

Fluttershy: So, will you do what we ask of you? :3 

Doppelganger: yes… yes! Just take that pink ogre away from me! 

Pinkie: … Did you say something? ^^ 

Doppelganger: EEEKK!!  

Applejack: hmm… Could you explain what's going on here, Fluttershy? :O 

Fluttershy: okay well… I thought that the only way for the other students 

to believe us was for the same boy who caused these incidents to confess 

everything what he did. But obviously he wouldn't do it of his own free 

will. Still, I had a feeling that Doppy wasn't really a bad boy ... I mean, he 

had some reason to help our sweet boy after their battle, even if he 

doesn't want to admit it in front of us  . But to make sure he was willing 

to help us, I told Pinkie to plan something, just in case ^^ 

Pinkie: it was too easy! :D .. My experience teasing the dummy paid off 

haha! 



R. Dash: You should have seen him beg hahaha ... but at the end, he 

decided to help us and he will tell everyone at school that the dummy is 

innocent, and that he is the one who did all that. 

You: really? :O 

Doppelganger: Just keep your promise!! 

Pinkie: awwww… you dont love me?  … hee hee hee hee!! ^^ 

Doppelganger: aaaaaaaaaaaaaahhh!!!  

I can't believe this... before me is my evil clone, a very strong guy but 

easily defeated by ... Pinkie? What kind of joke did Pinkie to make him give 

up like this? ... ahmm ... I think I don't want to know! Dx 

Pinkie: Doppy-puppy… go, now! 

Doppelganger: okay!! I will!!  

The doppelganger walked into the school and admitted everything he did 

in front of all the students, and in front of me obviously. Everyone was 

stunned by what they saw ... two identical boys? A bad version of me? 

That's not the important thing ... the point is that he apologized, but soon 

he had to run away because all the girls wanted to hit him XD 

Flash: I always believed in your word buddy ^^ 

Mystery Mint: ahm… Im sorry U_U 

Starshine: Yes, sorry for not believing you :( ... it won't happen again. 

You: it’s okay guys, thanks ^^ 

Pinkie: all done! :D 

You: and many thanks to you, girls ^^. You have saved me once again 

hehe. If there is anything I can do for all of you ... just say it and I will do it 

:) 

All girls: hmmm… *thinking* 

You: O-o  

Oh-oh… 

All girls: We want a date with you!! :D 



You: wha-what?! O______o 

Pinkie: I think Fluttershy deserves to be the first one ... she was the one 

who had the idea after all ^^ 

Fluttershy: º///º .. ahm… are you sure about that?  

Applejack: She is right ^^ 

Pinkie: and I will be the next one :D!  

Sunset: I will have my date with him on Wednesday :D 

Applejack: Thursday for me  

You: … 

And so the girls start to organize a "date schedule”… with me?? O_O.. 

You: ahmm.. can I say something?  

Pinkie: You don't plan on canceling us, are you? You said you would do 

anything for us :) 

* All the girls look at you with their big sweet eyes (◕‿◕✿)* 

You: … ahm.. no.. it’s okay heehee ^-^ 

Sci-Twi: great, i cant wait!! ^^ 

Rarity: my date will be awesome!! :D 

Oh well, this will definitely be a very long week hehe ^-^’. 

-END - 
… 

… 

 

 



 

Princess Cadance: Can you feel it? His dark aura even cuts through both 

worlds... 

 

Princess Cadance: His power is immeasurable… Whoever faces him will 

not be able to win. I don't get it ... how it's possible that Sombra is back in 

human form. And that's not the worst thing ... his power has increased so 

much that even we can feel it here. We need to do something… but…  

???: We defeated him once, and we will defeat him again. Don't worry, 

Candace ... I'll face him and this time, I will finish him ... 

 



 

END 


